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A formula is a read-once formula if each variable appears at most once
in it. An arithmetic read-once formula (AROF) with exponentiation is
one in which the operations are addition, substraction, multiplication,
division and exponentiation to an arbitrary integer. We present a poly-
nomial time algorithm for interpolating AROF with exponentiation using
randomized substitutions. Interpolating AROF without exponentiation
is studied in (Bshouty, Hancock, and Hellerstein, SIAM J. Comput.
24, No. 4, 1995). To add the exponentiation operation to the basis we
develop a new technique. ] 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A formula over a variable set V is read-once if each
variable appears at most once in it. An arithmetic read-once
formula over a field K is a read-once formula over the basic
operations of the field K, i.e., addition, substraction, multi-
plication, and division. The problem of interpolating a formula
(from some class C) is the problem of exactly identifying the
formula from the assignment oracle. The interpolation algo-
rithm provides the oracle an assignment a and the oracle
returns the value of the function at a. In [3], Bshouty,
Hancock, and Hellerstein gave a polynomial time algorithm
for interpolating arithmetic read-once formulas. Other
arithmetic classes that can be interpolated in polynomial
time are the classes of sparse polynomials and sparse
rational functions. [1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10].
This work is a nontrivial generalization of the algorithm
of Bshouty, Hancock, and Hellerstein for polynomial time
interpolating arithmetic read-once formulas over the basis
of addition, substraction, multiplication, and division. An
arithmetic read-once formula with exponentiation is a read-
once formula over the basis of the operations addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, and exponentiation to
an arbitrary integer. This paper presents a polynomial time
interpolation algorithm for the class of arithmetic read-once
formulas with exponentiation over fields of characteristic 0.1
We are actually solving a more general problem. In this
paper we give an algorithm that interpolates any arithmetic
read-once formula over the binary basis addition, substrac-
tion, multiplication, and division and over the unary basis
of all rational functions2 K(x) over a field K.
Our algorithm uses randomized assignments (and therefore
is a randomized algorithm). We first find the variables on
which the read-once formula depends, in Monte Carlo poly-
nomial time, and then we identity the formula in Las Vegas
randomized polynomial time.
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
A formula is a rooted tree whose leaves are labeled
with variables or constants from some domain and whose
internal nodes, or gates, are labeled with elements from a set
of basis functions over that domain. A read-once formula is
a formula for which no variable appears on two different
leaves. An arithmetic read-once formula with exponentiation
(AROF) over a field K is a read-once formula over the
basis of addition, substraction, multiplication, and division of
the field elements and exponentiation to an arbitrary integer,
whose leaves are labeled with variables or constants from K.
For notational convenience we define a modified basis
and consider our arithmetic read-once formulas to be defined
over this modified basis. Let K be an arbitrary field. Our
modified basis for arithmetic read-once formulas over K
includes two binary functions, addition (+) and multiplica-
tion (_), and the set of unary functions of the basis K(x)"K,
i.e., the set of nonconstant rational functions. We also
assume that nonconstant formulas over this modified basis
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do not contain constants in their leaves. We represent such
a unary function as r= pq  K, where p and q are polyno-
mials in K[x] such that q is monic and gcd( p, q)=1.
The value of a read-once formula on an assignment to its
variables is determined by evaluating the formula bottom
up. For any pair of vertices v and w in a read-once formula,
there is a unique node farthest from the root that is an
ancestor of both v and w, called their lowest common ancestor,
which we write as lca(v, w). We say that a set W of variables
has a common lca if there is a single node that is the lca of
every pair of variables in W.
We say that a formula f is defined on the variable set V if
all variables appearing in f are members of V. A formula f
depends on the variable xi if there exist values x (0)1 , x
(0)
2 , ...,
x(0)n and x
(1)
i for which
f (x (0)1 , x
(0)
2 , ..., x
(0)
n ){ f (x
(0)
1 , ..., x
(0)
i&1 , x
(1)
i , x
(0)
i+1 , ..., x
(0)
n ).
An assignment of values to some subset of a read-once
formula’s variables defines a projection, which is the formula
obtained by substituting those assigned variables to their
values in the formula and then rewriting the formula to
eliminate constants from the leaves.
The following notation will be used in the paper. The
set C is the complex field and ln x will be the natural
logarithm of x. For a rational function f we have a unique
representation of the form f = fN fD , where fD , fN # K[x],
fD is monic and gcd( fD , fN)=1. We use b to denote com-
position of functions. For two polynomials p and q we write
p | q and say that p divides q if qp is a polynomial and p |3 q
if qp is not a polynomial. We write p: & q if p: | q and
p:+1 |3 q.
3. AROF WITH TWO VARIABLES
In this section we show how to identify an AROF of the
form F(x, y)= f (g(x)i h( y)), where i # [+, _]. The
function F can be found using interpolation and our goal
will be to identify possible i , g^, h , and f such that F(x, y)=
f ( g^(x)i h ( y)).
3.1. Uniqueness
First we need to show how unique this representation is.
In the Appendix, in Propositions 1, 2, and 3 we show
Lemma 1. Let K be a field of characteristic 0 and f, g, h,
f , g^, h # K(x)"K. Then
1. We have
f (g(x)+h( y))= f ( g^(x)+h ( y))
if and only if
g^(x)=cg(x)+:, h ( y)=ch( y)+;
and
f (z)=f \1c (z&:&;)+ .
for some constants c, : and ;.
2. We have
f (g(x) h( y))= f ( g^(x) h ( y))
if and only if
g^(x)=:g(x)c, h ( y) ;h( y)c
and
f (z)=f \\ z:;+
1c
+
for some constants :, ; and rational constant c that keeps g^
and h in K(x).
3. It will never happen that
f (g(x) h( y))= f ( g^(x)+h ( y))
Property 3 in Lemma 1 implies that the binary operation
in the lowest common ancestor of two variables in any
arithmetic read-once formula is unique. This is because if
f (x1 , ..., xn)=g(x1 , ..., xn) are arithmetic read-once formulas
and lca(xi , xj) in f contains + and in g contains _ then we
will get a contradiction as follows. We have that f can be
written as
f = f (V0 , f1(V1)+ f2(V2)),
where V0 _ V1 _ V2=[x1 , ..., xn] are disjoint, xi # V1 , and
xj # V2 . Similarly, g can be written as
g= g^(V$0 , g1(V$1)_g2(V$2)),
where V$0 _ V$1 _ V$2=[x1 , ..., xn] are disjoint, xi # V$1 ,
and xj # V$2 . Now if we substitute values a to all the
variables, except xi and xj such that the projection f |a (of
this substitution) depends on xi and xj (this is always
possible for rational functions over fields of characteristic
0), we remain with
f |a= f ( f 1(xi)+ f 2(xj))= g|a= g^( g^1(xi)_g^2(xj)).
By property 3 in Lemma 1 we get a contradiction.
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We will call this type of proof the standard projection
proof. The standard projection proof shows that properties
that hold for arithmetic read-once formulas with a small
number of variables also hold for arithmetic read-once
formulas with any number of variables. This projection
technique also shows that in order to find the operations in
the lca of two variables xi and xj it is enough to find the lca
of those variables in some projection that dependson xi and xj .
This property is used in [3] to build the ‘‘skeleton’’ of the
arithmetic read-once formula (without exponentiation).
Our approach in this paper will be slightly different.
Properties 1 and 2 in Lemma 1 show that the unary opera-
tions of arithmetic read-once formulas are not unique. But
they are unique up to certain unary operations that depend
on the binary operations adjacent to them.
The above technique and others will be used in Section 4.
We have given it here to show the intuition behind studying
the learning of arithmetic read-once formulas with two
variables first. We now continue with learning F(x, y)=
f (g(x)i h( y)).
3.2. Analytic Functions
The properties 1 and 2 in Lemma 1 are true even if g, h,
and f are arbitrary analytic functions over the complex
field C. Property 3 in Lemma 1 is not true for analytic func-
tions because for any analytic functions f, g, and h over C,
f (g(x) h( y))= f (eln g(x)+ln h( y))
=( f b ez)(ln g(x)+ln h( y))
= f ( g^(x)+h ( y)), (C)
where f (z)= f (ez), g^(x)=ln g(x) and h ( y)=ln h( y). The
proof of property 1 for analytic functions follows from
Proposition 1 in the Appendix and the proof of property 2
follows from property 1 and (C).
The only problem we may encounter for the analytic case
is that the function F might be hard or impossible to inter-
polate. But assuming interpolation of F can be done and
assuming that we are able to do symbolic derivation and
integration then it is possible to identify g and h as follows.
First by (C) it is enough to show how to identify f, g,
and h, given F= f (g(x)+h( y)). The following lemma
shows that h and g can be found using symbolic derivation and
integration. We will use Fx and Fy for Fx and Fy,
respectively.
Lemma 2. Let f , g^, and h be analytic functions and
F= f ( g^(x)+h ( y)). Let x0 and y0 be any numbers where
Fx(x0 , y0) Fy(x0 , y0){0 and let
g(x)=Fy(x0 , y0) |
Fx(x, y0)
Fy(x, y0)
dx (1)
and
h( y)=Fx(x0 , y0) |
Fy(x0 , y)
Fx(x0 , y)
dy. (2)
There exists an analytic f such that F= f (g(x)+h( y)).
Proof. Obviously,
Fx(x, y)= f $( g^(x)+h ( y)) g^$(x)
and
Fy(x, y)= f $( g^(x)+h ( y)) h $( y),
which implies that
g(x)=Fy(x0 , y0) |
Fx(x, y0)
Fy(x, y0)
dx=c( g^(x)+:)
and
h( y)=Fx(x0 , y0) |
Fy(x0 , y)
Fx(x0 , y)
dy=c(h (x)+;)
for c= f $(g(x0)+h( y0)) and constants : and ;. Therefore
by Lemma 1, g and h can be used to represent F. K
3.3. Rational Functions
In the case of rational functions it is possible to inter-
polate F(x, y) in polynomial time in the degree of F. Find
F(xi , yi) for enough random points (xi , yi) and then solve
a system of linear equation to find the coefficients. See also
[11, Section 1.5]. We will show how to identify f, g, h # K(x)
such that F= f (g(x)i h( y)) in time polynomial in the
degrees of f, g, and h. We shall assume that the model of
computation can factor polynomials over the field K in
polynomial time. This assumption is necessary because in
[3] it is shown that factoring is required even when f, g, h
are Mo bius rational functions, i.e., of the form (ax+b)
(cx+d ). It is known that it is possible to factor polynomials
over the rational numbers and algebraic number fields
(algebraic extensions of finite degree over the rationals)
deterministically in polynomial time [11].
Since (C) is not true for any field we first state the
following lemmas.
Lemma 3. Let f, g, and h be rational functions over a field
of characteristic 0 and let F= f (g(x)i h( y)).
v If i =+ then for any x0 and y0 such that
Fx(x0 , y0) Fy(x0 , y0){0. We have
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g$(x)=Fy(x0 , y0)
Fx(x, y0)
Fy(x, y0)
(3)
h$( y)=Fx(x0 , y0)
Fy(x0 , y)
Fx(x0 , y)
.
v If i =_ then for any x0 and y0 such that
Fy(x0 , y0) Fx(x0 , y0){0 there is a constant d that satisfies
d
g$(x)
g(x)
=Fy(x0 , y0)
Fx(x, y0)
Fy(x, y0)
(4)
d
h$( y)
h( y)
=Fx(x0 , y0)
Fy(x0 , y)
Fx(x0 , y)
Proof. The first part in the lemma follows from Lemma 2.
To prove the second part we have
Fy(x0 , y0)
Fx(x, y0)
Fy(x, y0)
= f $(g(x0) h( y0)) h$( y0) g(x0)
_
f $(g(x) h( y0)) g$(x) h( y0)
f $(g(x) h( y0)) g(x) h$( y0)
= f $(g(x0) h( y0)) g(x0) h( y0)
g$(x)
g(x)
=d
g$(x)
g(x)
for d= f $(g(x0) h( y0)) g(x0) h( y0). Similarly, the result
follows for h. K
In the following section we show how to use Lemma 3 to
identify g, h, and i . In the next subsection we will show
how to identify a possible g and h when i =+. In Subsec-
tion 3.5 we show how to do the same when i =_ and in
Subsection 3.6 we show how to identify i .
3.4. Identifying f, g, h, for i =+
By Lemma 3,
E ] Fy(x0 , y0)
Fx(x, y0)
Fy(x, y0)
= g$(x)=
g$N gD& g$D gN
g2D
. (5)
Suppose gD= g:1D1 } } } g
:k
Dk , where gD1 , ..., gDk are monic
irreducible polynomials over K. Then for every i=1, ..., k
we have g:i&1Di & g$D gN and g
:i
Di & g$N gD and, therefore,
g:i&1Di & g$N gD& g$D gN . Also since ED is monic we have
EN=
g$N gD& g$D gN
g:1&1D1 } } } g
:k&1
Dk
ED=g:1+1D1 } } } g
:k+1
Dk .
Now by factoring ED we find gD1 , ..., gDk and :1 , ..., :k
and, therefore, gD . In this case we can find gD without
factoring ED . Notice that since g:iDi & E$D we get
gD=gcd(ED , E$D).
The gcd can be computed using the Euclidean algorithm for
polynomials.
Then from g2DE= g$N gD& g$D gN , solving the linear
system of linear equations in the coefficients of gN , we
find gN+*gD for some constant * # K. It is proven in
Proposition 4 in the appendix that in g$N gD& g$D gN , the
polynomial gN is unique up to addition of *gD for any
constant *.
Then (gN+*gD)gD=(gNgD)+* which by Lemma 1 is
a valid solution for g. We find h in a similar manner.
To find f we find f (zi, j)= f (h(xi)+ g( yj)) for O(deg (F ))
values of zi, j=h(xi)+ g( yj) and then interpolate [11].
Notice that in this case we do not need factorization of
polynomials over the field K.
3.5. Identifying f, g, h when i =_
By Lemma 3, we have
E=Fy(x0 , y0)
Fx(x, y0)
Fy(x, y0)
=d
g$(x)
g(x)
=d
g$N gD& g$D gN
gN gD
and
G=Fx(x0 , y0)
Fy(x0 , y)
Fx(x0 , y)
=d
h$(x)
h(x)
=d
h$NhD&h$D hN
hN hD
for some constant d. Since
f (gh)= f \ 1:c;c (((:g1c)(;h1c))c)+
=\f b 1:c;c z b zc+ ((:g1c)(;h1c)), (6)
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we may assume that gN , gD , hN , and hD are monic and
there exists no integer c such that g1c and h1c are rational
functions.
Suppose gD= g:1D1 } } } g
:k
Dk and gN= g
;1
N1 } } } g
;j
Nj , where
gD1 , ..., gDk , gN1 , ..., gNj are distinct irreducible polyno-
mials. Since g:1&1D1 & g$N gD& g$D gN and g
;1&1
N1 & g$N gD&
g$D gN , we have
EN=
d(g$N gD& g$D gN)
g:1&1D1 } } } g
:k&1
Dk g
;1&1
N1 } } } g
;j&1
Nj
ED=gD1 } } } gDk gN1 } } } gNj .
We factor ED and find
[gD1 , ..., gDk , gN1 , ..., gNj].
We do not know which factors belong to gD and which
to gN . In the same way we find the factors
[hD1 , ..., hDr , hN1 , ..., hNs]
of hD and hN .
Now we have
d
g$(x)
g(x)
= :
j
i=1
d:i
g$Ni
gNi
& :
k
i=1
d;i
g$Di
gDi
.
Since [gNi , gDi] are known we can solve the above linear
system of linear equations and find mi=d:i and mi+ j
=&d;i . In Proposition 5 of the Appendix we show that the
solution is unique. Since d # K we might not get integer
numbers, but mi m1 will be rational numbers for all i.
By just looking at the signs of mi1 m1 we can separate
[gNi] from [gDi]. Since f (gh)=( f b z&1)(g&1h&1) either set
can be used for gNi and the other set for gDi .
In the same way we find lj=d#j and lj+r=d$j , where #j
and $j are powers of hDj and hNj . By (6), if we find { # K
such that [mi{, lj {] are integers and have gcd equal to 1,
then those will be the corresponding exponents of gN , gD ,
hN , and hD . This can be easily done as follows. Define
R=[mi m1 , lj m1]. Since R is a set of rational numbers we
can find a minimal integer n such that n(mim1) and n(lj m1)
are integers. Since n is minimal, their greatest common
divisor is 1 and therefore those numbers are the required
exponents.
To find f we find f (zi, j)= f (h(xi) g( yi)) for distinct
values of zi, j=h(xi) g( yj) and then interpolate.
Notice that in this case we do need a factorization
procedure of polynomials over the field K. In [3] we
showed that factorization of polynomials of degree 2 can be
reduced to finding h and g. Therefore, we cannot find h and
g without being able to factor.
3.6. Identifying i
Notice that in the case of i =+ the polynomial ED had
factors with multiplicities greater than one, whereas in the
case when i =_ the multiplicity of each factor is one.
Therefore i =_ if and only if
gcd(ED , E$D)=1.
3.7. The Algorithm
We now give the algorithm for identifying rational
functions f, g, and h such that F(x, y)= f (g(x)i h( y)) for
some i # [+, _]:
1. Interpolate and find F(x, y) (as a rational function).
2. Randomly choose x0 , y0 such that Fx(x0 , y0)
Fy(x0 , y0){0 and find
E=Fy(x0 , y0)
Fx(x, y0)
Fy(x, y0)
and
G=Fx(x0 , y0)
Fy(x0 , y)
Fx(x0 , y)
.
3. Find the (unique) representations of E=ENED and
G=GNGD .
4. If gcd(ED , E$D)=1 then i =_ and proceed to 9,
else i =+ so proceed to 5.
5. Case I. i =+. Let gD  gcd(ED , E$D) and hD 
gcd(GD , G$D).
6. Assume that gN(x)= g(0)+ g(1)x+ g(2)x2+ } } } +
g(r)xr, where r=deg(g2DE). Write the linear equation for the
coefficients of gN ,
g$N gD& g$D gN= g2DE.
Find any solution gN . Then do the same to find hN . Define
g(x)=
gN(x)
gD(x)
, h( y)=
hN( y)
hD( y)
.
7. Randomly choose deg(F ) points (xi , yi). Find
zi, j= g(xi)+h( yi).
Then find the rational function f that satisfies f (zi, j)=F(xi , yi).
8. Output the representation f (g(x)+h( y)) and halt.
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9. Case II. i =_: Factor ED= g1 g2 } } } gw and
GD=h1h2 } } } hv .
10. Solve the linear equation on the coefficients of
g$(x)
g(x)
= :
w
i=1
r$i
g$i (x)
gi (x)
to find r$i . Do the same for h to find s$i .
11. Find the minimal integer n such that ri=n(r$i r$1)
and si=n(s$i r$1) are integers.
12. Define
g(x)= g1(x)r1 } } } gw(x)rw, h( y)=h1( y)s1 } } } hv( y)sv.
13. Randomly choose deg(F ) points (xi , yi). Find
zi, j= g(xi) h(xj).
Then find the rational function f that satisfies f (zi, j)=
F(xi , yj).
14. Output the representation f (g(x) h( y)) and halt.
3.8. Complexity of the Algorithm
Now we will show that the complexity of the algorithm
is polynomial in the degree of F and the complexity of
factoring the polynomial over the field K. A factoring in the
algorithm is necessary. This is proven in [3]. We will denote
the complexity of factoring polynomials of degree N over
the field K by FacK (N). Let M(N) be the complexity of
solving an N_N system of linear equations and let P(N),
D(N), G(N) be the complexity of multiplying, dividing,
and finding the GCD of two polynomials of degree N,
respectively.
Suppose the maximal degree of the variables x and y in F
is N. Following the steps of the algorithm we have: Step 1
is an interpolation of F. Since F can have at most 2N 2
coefficients, the interpolation will involve 2N2 assignment
queries and solving 2N2_2N 2 linear system of linear
equations. Therefore, the complexity of step 1 is M(N2). We
should have written M(O(N 2)), but since M, P, N, and G
have polynomial complexity we will omit the order and put
it outside at the end. Step 2 involves substitution that takes
O(N2) operations and the multiplication of O(1) polyno-
mials of degree N. This takes P(N)+O(N2) operations.
Step 3 involves finding the GCD and then dividing polyno-
mials of degree N. This takes G(N)+D(N) operations.
Steps 4 and 5 find the GCD of two polynomials of degree N.
This takes G(N) operations. In step 6 we solve a (2N)_(2N)
system of linear equations. This takes O(M(N)) operations.
Steps 7 and 8 involve substitution and then interpolation.
This takes O(N2)+M(N) operations. Step 9 is factoring in
FacK (N) time. The equation in step 10 can be written as
g$(x)= :
w
i=1
ri g$i(x)
g(x)
gi (x)
.
This takes at most N divisions and N multiplications and
then solving an N_N system of linear equations. Therefore,
the complexity of this step is at most ND(N)+NP(N)+
M(N). In step 11, to find the minimal n we can just try all
the integers 1, 2, ..., N. This takes N operations. Step 12
takes at most NP(N) operations. Steps 13 and 14 involve
substitution and interpolation that take at most O(N 2)+
M(N) operations.
Now since M(N2)>N4 (just writing the system takes N 4
operations) and since P(N), D(N), G(N)<N 2 the com-
plexity of the algorithm is O(M(N2)) when the operation
i is + and O(M(N 2))+FacK (N) when the operation
is _. This shows that the hardest parts of our algorithm
are the interpolation of F and the factorization. It is known
that it is possible to factor polynomials over the rational
numbers and algebraic number fields (algebraic extensions
of finite degree over the rationals) deterministically in
polynomial time [11].
4. AROF WITH ANY NUMBER OF VARIABLES
In this section we show how to identify AROF with n
variables. Let f (x1 , ..., xn) be an arithmetic read-once
formula. Let N=maxi degxi f. We will describe an algorithm
that learns f from randomized substitution queries that runs
in time poly(FacK (N), N, n). If the binary operations of f
are addition and substraction then our algorithm runs in
time poly(N).
The idea of the algorithm is very simple and slightly
different from the previous algorithm for learning AROF
without exponentiation [3]. The algorithm first finds the
variables that f depends on. We call them the relevant
variables. Recall that f can described as a tree with rational
unary gates and the two binary gates multiplication and
addition. The algorithm will then try to find ‘‘sibling pair’’ in
this tree, i.e., two leaves labeled with xi and xj that are
children of the same binary node. It is well known that there
exists at least one ‘‘sibling pair.’’ The search for the sibling
pair will be an exhaustive search. We will take all possible
two variables xi and xj and try to find another variable xk
that ‘‘separates’’ them. That is, for some order of the leaves
of tree xk is between xi and xj (a formal definition is in
Section 4.2). If no variable separates those two variables
then we know that they are sibling pair. Once we have
sibling pair we identify their unary and binary parents using
the algorithm for learning AROF with two variables by
randomly choosing values for the other variables. We
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then ‘‘collapse’’ these two variables into one variable and
recursively build up the tree.
The next subsections will describe the above algorithm in
more detail.
4.1. Finding Relevant Variables
To find the variables that f depends on for each variable
xi , randomly choose x (0){ for all {{i and two random x
(0)
i
and x (1)i . If f depends on xi then with high probability
f (x (0)1 , ..., x
(0)
n ){ f (x
(0)
1 , ..., x
(0)
i&1 , x
(1)
i , x
(0)
i+1 , ..., x
(0)
n ).
We use this to identify all the relevant variables in f.
We now formalize the above. We start with Schwartz’
result for zero testing of rational functions [9].
Lemma 4. Let K be any field and let f # K(x1 , ..., xn) be
a rational function of degree less than or equal to d that is not
identically 0. Let S/K be a set of constants. Then for a
random uniform a=(a1 , ..., an) # Sn we have
Pra [ f (a)=0]
d
|S|
.
We now prove the following.
Lemma 5. Let K be any field and let f # K(x1 , ..., xn) be
a rational function of degree less than or equal to d that is not
identically 0. Let S/K be a set of constants. If f depends on
the variable x1 then for random uniform a (0)1 , a
(1)
1 , a2 , ..., an # S,
if we set a(0)=(a (0)1 , a2 , ..., an) and a
(1)=(a (1)1 , a2 , ..., an), we
have
Pr[ f (a(0))= f (a(1))]
2d
|S|
.
Proof. Let f ( y1 , y2 , x)= f (y1 , x2 , ..., xn)&f ( y2 , x2 , ..., xn).
Since f depends on x1 we have f 0. Since deg( f )2d, by
Lemma 5, we have
Pr[ f (a)=0]
2d
|S|
. K
Now we write the algorithm for finding the relevant
variables for arithmetic read-once formulas. In the algo-
rithm, a|ai  b is the assignment obtained from a by changing
ai to b.
Relevant. 1. Choose S/K with |S|=4nN.
2. For every variable xi do
(a) Choose log(n$) points a( j) # S n, bj # S
(b) if for all a( j), bj we have f (a( j))= f (a ( j)|ai( j )  bj)
then f is independent of xi .
Notice that this algorithm works for any field (not only
fields of characteristic 0) with at least 4nN elements.
For the case of read-once formula we have
Theorem 2. Let f be a read-once formula with maxi
degxi f =N. Let S/K with |S|=4nN. Then the algorithm
Relevant finds all the relevant variables with probability at
least 1&$ in time O(n log(n$)).
Proof. Since the degree of f is at most nN, by Lemma 5,
after each two substitution queries we fail to tell that a
relevant variable is relevant with probability at most 12. If
the algorithm runs log(n$) for each variable the failure
probability of not getting all the relevant variable is at most
n2&log(n$)=$. K
4.2. Finding Sibling Pair in a Three Variable AROF
In this subsection we show how to identify sibling pair
when we have AROF with three variables. The following
section shows how to reduce the sibling problem for any
number of variables to the sibling problem with three
variables.
We recall that for any pair of variables xi and xj that
appear in a read-once formula, there is a unique node
farthest from the root that is an ancestor of both xi and xj ,
called their lowest common ancestor, which we write as
lca(xi , xj). We say that xk separates xi and xj if lca(xi , xk)
or lca(xj , xk) is below lca(xi , xj). It is clear that xi and xj are
sibling pair if and only if there exists no xk that separates
them. It might happen that adjacent + or _ gates in a
formula collapsed to form a single gate (of greater fan-in).
In this case we can take any two children to be sibling pair.
We first find conditions that are necessary and sufficient
for two adjacent nodes to collapse into one. We prove the
following two lemmas.
Lemma 6. The following are equivalent statements:
1. For rational functions fi , i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, we have
F(xi , xj , xk)= f1( f2(xi)_f3( f4(xk)i f5(xj)))
{ f 1( f 2(xi)_f 3(xk)_ f 4(xj))
for any f i , i=1, 2, 3, 4 (i.e., xk separates xi and xj).
2. i =+, or, i =_ and f3(z){cz; for any c # K
and any rational number ;.
3. Fxi Fxk
depends on xj .
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Lemma 7. The following are equivalent statements:
1. For rational functions fi , i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, we have
F(xi , xj , xk)= f1( f2(xi)+ f3( f4(xk)i f (xj)))
{ f 1( f 2(xi)+ f 3(xk)+ f 4(xj))
for any f i , i=1, 2, 3, 4 (i.e., xk separates xk and xj).
2. i =_, or, i =+, and f3(z){:z+c for any
:, c # K.
3. Fxi Fxk
depends on xj .
The proof of Lemma 6 follows from Definition 1 and
Propositions 610 in the Appendix. Proposition 7 shows
that property 1 is equivalent to property 2 and Propositions
9 and 10 show that property 3 is equivalent to properties 1
and 2. The proof of Lemma 7 follows from Propositions 11
and 12 in the Appendix.
Property 3 in Lemma 6 and 7 can be used to check
whether some variable separates the other variables. We can
just interpolate F(xi , xj , xk) and then check whether Fxr Fxs
depends on xt for all [r, s, t, ]=[i, j, k]. In what follows we
will use a more involved analysis that gives an algorithm
for testing the separation property without interpolating
rational functions with more than two variables. We prove
the following lemma.
Lemma 8. Let S/K and F(xi , xj , xk) be an arithmetic
read-once formula such that xk separates xi and xj . Let
x(0)j , x
(1)
j # S be two random values for xj . Let F
(0)(xi , xk)=
F(xi , x (0)j , xk) and F
(1)(xi , xk)=F(xi , x (1)j , xk). Then
Prxj
(0) xj
(1) # S \
F (0)xi
F (0)xk
=
F (1)xi
F (1)xk +
12N
|S|
.
Proof. Since Fxi Fxj has degree at most 6N the result
follows from Lemma 5. K
Now to show that xk separates xi and xj we choose S/K
with |S|=24N and randomly choose x (0)j # S and inter-
polate F (0)(xi , xk)=F(xi , x (0)j , xk). Then randomly choose
x(1)j # S and interpolate F
(1)(xi , xk)=F(xi , x (1)j , xk). We
then check if F (0)xi F
(0)
xk
F (1)xi F
(1)
xk
. If xk separates xi and xj
then this will happen with probability at least 12. There-
fore, repeating this log(1$) times will change the confidence
probability to 1&$.
We can change the success probability to 1 as follows.
Lemma 9. Let S/K with |S|=2N+1 and F(xi , xj , xk)
be an arithmetic read-once formula such that xk separates xi
and xj . Let S=[s1 , ..., s2N+1] and F (l)(xi , xk)=F(xi , sl , xk)
for l=1, ..., 2N+1. Then not all of F (l)xi F
(l )
xk
are identical.
Proof. Suppose xk separates xi and xj in F(xi , xj , xk).
Then G=Fxi Fxk depends on xj . Let x
(0)
i and x
(0)
k be such
that G (xj)=G(x (0)i , xj , x
(0)
k ) depends on xj . Such x
(0)
i and
x (0)k exist because G depends on xj . Since the degree of G in
xj is at most N the degree of G in xj is at most N and for two
elements sl1 and sl2 in S we will have G (sl1){G (sl2).
Therefore we also have G(xi , sl1 , xk)G(xi , sl2 , xk). K
Thereforewe just choose2N+1 elementsS=[s1 , ..., s2N+1]
and interpolate F (l )(xi , xk)=F(xi , sl , xk) for all l=1, ...,
2N+1 and then check that not all F (l )xi F
(l )
xk
are equivalent.
This will be used to change the algorithm to a Las Vegas
algorithm.
4.3. Finding a Sibling Pair
In this subsection we show how to find sibling pair in
arithmetic read-once formulas with n variables. We remind
the reader that the read-once formula is over the binary
operations _ and + and the unary operations in K(x)"K.
Also if two adjacent binary ages (a gate and its parent gate)
can be collapsed into one we change them to one node (with
a greater fan-in gate). Therefore, if two adjacent nodes are
labeled with + then the unary operation between them
is not of the form cu+: and when the nodes are labeled
with _ then the unary operation between them is not of the
form :uc.
We first show that the problem of finding a variable that
separates two other variables in an arithmetic read-once
formula with n variables can be reduced to separation in a
three variable arithmetic read-once formula.
Lemma 10. Let f be an AROF over n variables. We then
know that xk separates xi and xj if and only if for random
x (0){ , {  [i, k, j], such that f |x{  x {(0) ; {  [i, k, j] depends on xk ,
xi , and xj we have that xk separates xi and xj in
f (xi , xj , xk)= f |x{  x {(0); {  [i, k, j] .
The proof is a standard projection proof and is presented
in Proposition 13 of the Appendix.
Now we need to estimate the probability that
f |x{  x {(0) ; {  [i, k, j] depends on xi , xj and xk .
Lemma 11. Let f be an AROF over n variables. Let
S/K. If f depends on xi , xj , and xk then
Prx {(0) # S[ f |x{  x {(0) ; {  [i, k, j] depends on xi , xj , xk]1&
6N
|S|
.
Proof. By Lemma 5 the probability of failing to have
the function depend on one variable is at most 2N|S|.
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Therefore, the probability of failing to have the function
depends on three variables is at most 6N|S|. K
Now to find a sibling pair for every two variables we try
to find a third variable that separates them. If no variable
separates them then they are a sibling pair.
4.4. Collapsing a Sibling Pair to a Single Variable
After we find sibling pair xi and xj we identify their
parents unary gates fi and fj , respectively, and their parent
binary gate i . This can be done by randomly choosing the
other variables and using the algorithm in Section 3. Since
xi and xj are sibling pair we know that f is of the form
f =g(x1 , ..., xi&1, xi+1 , ..., xj&1 ,
xj+1 , ..., xn , fi (xi)i fj (xj)),
where
g(x1 , ..., xi&1 , xi+1 , ..., xj&1 , xj+1, ..., xn , zi, j)
is a read-once formula. Now since our algorithm relies only
on the read-once formula restricted over any domain S/K
with |S|24N, we can choose 24N values x (l)i , x
(l )
j , then
defining
S=[sl | sl= fi (x (l )i )i fj (x (l)j ), l=1, ..., 24N]
and then we use S to learn g. Now if we need to substitute
zi, j=sl in g we substitute xi=x (l )i and xj=x
(l )
j .
This way we build the tree bottom up.
4.5. The Algorithm and Its Complexity
Should we go through the whole story (Subsections4.14.4)
everytime we collapse two variables into one variable? The
answer is no. First, it is clear that if xi and xj in f collapse
to zi, j in g then g depends on zi, j and in all the other
variables that f depends on. Now the sibling property can be
handled as follows. Let Cf , Cg /I 3 be a set of all (i, j, k)
such that xk separates xi and xj in f and g, respectively, and
I is a set of indices of the variables. We show how to construct
Cg from Cf . If xi and xj collapse to zi, j then zi, j separates
whatever xi or xj separates in f. Also if xk separates xj (or xi)
and xw in f then, in g, we know that xk separates zi, j and xw .
All of this follows immediately from the structure of trees.
Therefore, we change each (r, s, i) and (r, s, j) to (r, s, [i, j])
in Cf . We change each (i, s, w), (s, i, w), ( j, s, w), and (s, j, w)
to ([i, j], s, w), (s, [i, j], w), ([i, j], s, w) and (s, [i, j], w),
respectively. We then remove all (s, i, j), (i, s, j), (s, j, i),
and ( j, s, i). This will be Cg .
We first choose S/K such that |S|=24N. Then we find
the relevant variables with confidence 1&$. This takes
O(n log(n$)) substitution queries. Then for every three
variables xi , xj , and xk we take random assignments for
the other variables x (0){ . We check whether the projection
f |x{  x {(0) depends on xi , xj , and xk . By Lemma 11, finding
an assignment that makes f |x{  x {(0) depends on xi , xj , and
xk can be done in time O(1). Once we find a projection that
depends on [xi , xj , xk] we take 2N+1 values x (r)j , r=
1, ..., 2N+1, for xj and interpolate F (r)= f |xj  x j(r), x{  x {(0) . If
F (r)xk F
(r)
xi
{F (s)xk F
(s)
xi
for some 0r<s2N+1 then xk
separates xi and xj and we put (i, j, k) in Cf . Therefore the
running time for building Cf is
O \\n3+ (2N+1) M(N 2)+=O(n3N } M(N2)).
Here the Nn3 } M(N2) is for the interpolation of 2N+1
functions with two variables.
After we build Cf we start finding a sibling pair and
collapse. Finding a sibling pair and updating Cf requires
O(n3) operations. Collapsing requires running the algorithm
for read-once formulas with two variables that takes O(M(N2))
+FacK (N) operations. Since the number of internal nodes
in the tree of f is n, the complexity of building up the tree is
O(M(N2) n+FacK (N) n+n4).
This implies the following.
Theorem 1. Arithmetic read-once formulas over fields
K of characteristic 0 that depend on n variables and where
the degree of each variable is bounded by N can be inter-
polated with probability at least 1&$ in time
O \(N+n) M(N 2)+FacK (N) n+n4+n log n$+
operations.
Using Gaussian elimination, solving an N_N linear system
of linear equations takes O(N 3) operations. This gives the
bound
M(N2)N 6.
But it is known that the complexity of solving a linear
system of linear equations is at most the complexity of
matrix multiplication (see, for example, [4]) and, therefore,
M(N2)N5.65.
Notice that in our algorithm relevant variables are found
by a Monte Carlo algorithm. Once we know the relevant
variables, building the tree for f is done with a Las Vegas
algorithm.
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APPENDIX
Proposition 1. For fields K of characteristic 0 and
rational functions f, g, h, f , g^, h # K(x)"K we have
F= f (g(x)+h( y))= f ( g^(x)+h ( y))
if and only if
g^(x)=cg(x)+:, h ( y)=ch( y)+;
and
f (x)=f \1c (z&:&;)+
for any constants c, :, and ;.
Proof. We first consider Fx and Fy ,
Fx = f $(g(x)+h( y)) g$(x)
= f $( g^(x)+h ( y)) g^$(x),
Fy= f $(g(x)+h( y)) h$( y)
= f $( g^(x)+h ( y)) h $( y).
From FxFy we get g$(x)h$( y)= g^$(x)h $( y) which implies
g$(x)g^$(x)=h$( y)h $( y). Since g$(x)g^$(x) is independent
of y and h$( y)h $( y) is independent of x we must have
g$(x)g^$(x)=h$( y)h $( y)=c$ for some constant c$(=1c).
Therefore, g^(x)=cg(x)+: and h (x)=ch(x)+;. K
Proposition 2. For fields K of characteristic 0 and
rational functions f, g, h, f , g^, h # K(x)"K we have
F= f (g(x) h( y))= f ( g^(x) h ( y)) (7)
if and only if
g^(x)=:g(x)c, h ( y)=;h( y)c, f (z)= f ((z(:;))1c)
for any constants :, ; and any rational integer c that keeps
g^(x), h ( y), and f (z) in K(x).
Proof. We first find Fx and Fy ,
Fx = f $(g(x) h( y)) g$(x) h( y)
= f $( g^(x) h ( y)) g^$(x) h ( y),
Fy= f $(g(x) h( y)) h$( y) g(x)
= f $( g^(x) h ( y)) h $( y) g^(x).
From Fx Fy (as in Proposition 1) we get g$(x)g(x)=
cg^$(x)g^(x) and h$( y)h( y)=ch $( y)h ( y) for some constant c.
Notice that if g(x) satisfies g$(x)g(x)=cg^$(x)g^(x) then so
does dg(x) for any constant d. Therefore, we may assume
that g(x) and g^(x) are monic.
Let F$K be the closure field of K. Consider the
factorization of g(x) and g^(x) over F,
g(x)= ‘
k
i=1
(x&$i)ni, g^(x)= ‘
j
i=1
(x&{i)mi,
where ni , mi are integers and $i , {i # F. Then since g$(x)g(x)
=cg^$(x)g^(x) we have
:
k
i=1
ni
x&$i
= :
j
i=1
cmi
x&{i
.
This implies that (modula some perturbation of the {i)
k= j, $i={i , and ni=cmi . This implies the result. K
Proposition 3. Let K be a field of characteristic 0.
There are no f , g^, h , f, g, h # K(z)"K such that
F= f (g(x)+h( y))= f ( g^(x) h ( y)).
Proof. Let
E=
Fx(x, y)
Fy(x, y)
.
As in Propositions 1 and 2, computingE for F= f (g(x)+h(y))
and f ( g^(x) h ( y)), we get
cg$(x)=
g^$(x)
g^(x)
.
In Subsections 3.4 and 3.5 we show that the denominator of
g^$g^ is squarefree (no square of irreducible polynomial
divides it), where the denominator of cg$ is not. Therefore
such relation is impossible. K
Proposition 4. Let g1 , g2 , gD # K(x), where gD {0.
Then
g$1 gD& g$D g1= g$2 gD& g$D g2
if and only if g1= g2+*gD for some constant *.
Proof. Dividing both sides by g2D we get
\g1gD+
$
=\g2gD +
$
which implies g1= g2+*gD .
The other direction is a straightforward substitution. K
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Proposition 5. Let gi , i=1, ..., m, be distinct irreducible
polynomials over K. We have
:
m
i=1
!i
g$i
gi
= :
m
i=1
{i
g$i
gi
if and only if !i={i for all i=1, ..., m.
Proof. We show that !1={1 and then the result follows
from symmetry. Since g1 is irreducible we have gcd(g1 , g$1)=1.
We multiply the equality in the Proposition by >mi=1 gi and
get
:
m
i=1
(!i&{i) g$i ‘
i{ j
gj=0.
Taking this modulo g1 we get (!1&{1)(g$1 >i{1 gj) mod g1
=0 which implies !1&{1=0. K
Proposition 6. Let f, g, s # K(x)"K. If f (g(x))=
s(g(x)) for every x then f#s.
Proof. Since g is not constant we have f (z)=s(z) for an
infinite number of points z. Since f and s are rational
functions we have f#s. K
For the next propositions we need the following.
Definition 1. For :, ; # K and integer c we define the
functions
L:, ;(x)=:x+;, Mc, :(x)=:xc.
Proposition 7. Let f, g, h, r, s, f , g^, r^, s^ # K(x)"K. We
have, if
F(x, y, z)= f (g(x)_h(r( y)i s(z)))
= f ( g^(x)_r^( y)_s^(z)),
then
i =_, h(u)=:uc
for some : # K and rational number c.
Proof. The ‘‘if ’’ direction is obvious. For the other
direction let x0 # K be a constant such that g(x0) g^(x0){0.
Then
F(x0 , y, z)=( f b Lg(x0), 0 b h)(r( y)i s(z))
=( f b Lg^(x0), 0)( r^( y)_s^(z)).
By Propositions 2 and 3, i =_ and
r^( y)=:1r( y)c1, s^(z)=;1s(z)c1.
Therefore,
F(x, y, z)= f (g(x)_h(r( y)_s(z)))
= f ( g^(x)_Mc1 , ;1:1 (r( y)_s(z))).
Let y0 # K such that r( y0){0. Then
F(x, y0 , z)= f (g(x)_(h b M1, r( y0) b s)(z))
f ( g^(x)_(Mc1 , :1;1r( y0)c1 b s)(z)).
By Proposition 2
h b M1, r( y0) b s=MC2 , :2 b Mc1 , :1 ;1r( y0)c1 b s.
By Proposition 6,
h b M1, r( y0)=Mc2 , :2 b Mc1 , :1 ;1r( y0)c1
and, therefore,
h=Mc2 , :2 b Mc1 , :1;1r( y0)c1 b M1, r( y0)&1=Mc, :
for some constants : and c. K
Proposition 8. Let h, r, s # K(x)"K. Then for F(x, y)
=h(r(x)_s( y)), FFy is independent of x if and only if
h(z)=:zc for some : # K and c # Q.
Proof. We have
F
Fy
=
h(r(x) s( y))
r(x) s$( y) h$(r(x) s( y))
.
If h(z)=:zc then
F
Fy
=
:r(x)c s( y)c
r(x) s$( y) :cr(x)c&1 s( y)c&1
=
s( y)
cs$( y)
is independent of x. Now suppose FFy is independent of x.
Then for y= y0 such that s( y0){0 we have
h(ar(x))=dr(x) h$(ar(x))
for some constants a and d. By Proposition 6, for c=ad,
h$(z)
h(z)
=
c
z
and by the analysis in Subsection 3.5 (case II) we conclude
that h(z)=:zc. K
Proposition 9. Let f, g, h, r, s # K(x)"K and
F(x, y, z)= f (g(x)_h(r( y)_s(z))).
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Then h{:uc for some : # K and c # Q if and only if
Fx Fy
is independent of z.
Proof. If h(u)=:uc then
F(x, y, z)= f ( g^(x)_r^( y)_s^(z))
for some f , g^, r^, s^ # K(x)"K and then
Fx
Fy
=
g^$(x) r^( y)
g^(x) r^$( y)
is independent of z.
If h(u){:uc then
Fx
Fy
=
g$(x) h(r( y) s(z))
r$( y) s(z) h$(r( y) s(z))
= g$(x)
G( y, z)
Gy( y, z)
for G( y, z)=h(r( y) s(z)). By Proposition 8, GGy depends
on z. K
Proposition 10. Let f, g, h, r, s # K(x)"K and
F(x, y, z)= f (g(x)_h(r( y)+s(z))).
Then
Fx Fy
depends on z.
Proof. We have
Fx
Fy
=
g$(x) h(r( y)+s(z))
g(x) r$( y) h$(r( y)+s(z))
.
If Fx Fy is independent of z then
h$(u)
h(u)
=c
for some constant c. By the analysis in Subsection 3.5
(case II) we get a contradiction. K
Proposition 11. Let f, g, h, r, s, f , g^, r^, s^ # K(x)"K. We
have
F(x, y, z)= f (g(x)+h(r( y)i s(z))
= f ( g^(x)+ r^( y)+ s^(z))
if and only if
i =+, h(u)=cu+:
for some :, c # K.
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as the proof of
Proposition 7. Just change M to L and _ to +. K
Proposition 12. Let f, g, h, r, s # K(x)"K and
F(x, y, z)= f (g(x)+h(r( y)+s(z))).
Then h{cu+: for some c, : # K if and only if
Fx Fy
is independent of z.
Proof. If h(u)=cu+: then F(x, y, z)=f (g(x)+ r^( y)+
s^(z)) for r^( y)=cr( y)+: and s^(z)=cs(z). Therefore,
Fx
Fy
=
g^$(x)
r^$( y)
is independent of z.
Now if
Fx
Fy
=
g$(x)
h$(r( y)+s(z)) r$( y)
is independent of z then h$(u)=c and, therefore, h(u)=
cu+:. K
Proposition 13. Let f be an AROF over n variables.
Then xk separates xi and xj if and only if for x (0){ , {  [i, k, j],
such that f |x{  x {(0); {  [i, k, j] depends on xk , xi , and xj we have
that xk separates xi and xj in
f (xi , xj , xk)= f |x{  x {(0); {  [i, k, j] .
Proof. If xk separates xi and xj in f then f is of the form
f =g(V0 , h(g1(V1)i g2(V2))),
where V0 , V1 and V2 are disjoint sets, xi # V0 , xk # V1 , and
xj # V2 . In addition, h{cu+: if i =+ and h{:uc if
i =_. Notice that when we substitute values to all the
variables, except [xi , xj , xk] and if the projection depends
on xi , xj , and xk we will have a projection of the form
f = g^(xi , h( g^1(xk)i g^2(xj))).
Now since h and i satisfies the above conditions, by
Lemmas 7 and 8 we have xk separates xj and xi in f .
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If xk does not separate xi and xj then f is of the form
f =g(V$0 , h(g1(V$1)i g2(V$2))),
where V$0 , V$1 , and V$2 are disjoint sets, xk # V$0 , xi # V$1 ,
and xj # V$2 . Now if we substitute values to all the variables
except [xi , xj , xk] and if the projection depends on xi , xj ,
and xk we will have a projection of the form
f = g^(xk , h( g^1(xi)i g^2(xj))).
Therefore, xk does not separate xj and xi in the projection.
K
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